Texas Tech University System
Facilities Planning & Construction
Organizational Chart
FY 2020

VICE CHANCELLOR
Billy Breedlove

EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATE
Felton

BUSINESS COORDINATOR
Casper

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR
Low

> $2 M - System Mgmt
< $2 M - Component Mgmt

ASSOC. VICE CHANCELLOR PLANNING
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SR DIRECTOR PROJECT ADMINISTRATION
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Moore
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Behpour

SR INSPECTOR
Andrade

SR INSPECTOR
Etie

SR INSPECTOR
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SR INSPECTOR
Vacant

DIRECTOR PUBLIC ART
Wilkinson

SR DIRECTOR TECHNOLOGY & VISUAL DESIGN
Reeger

DIRECTOR FIELD INSPECTIONS
Moore

FINANCIAL SVCs MANAGER
Taylor

ACCOUNTANT
Kitten

ACCTS PAYABLE SPECIALIST
Vacant

AUDIT MANAGER
Villanueva

FF&E MANAGER
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SYSTEMS ANALYST
York

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER EL PASO

ANGELO STATE UNIVERSITY

 Arkansas State University System
Facilities Planning & Construction
Organizational Chart
FY 2020

VICE CHANCELLOR
Billy Breedlove

EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATE
Felton

BUSINESS COORDINATOR
Casper

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR
Low

> $2 M - System Mgmt
< $2 M - Component Mgmt

ASSOC. VICE CHANCELLOR PLANNING
Drewell

SR DIRECTOR PROJECT ADMINISTRATION
Russell

SR PROJECT MANAGER
Richeda

SR PROJECT MANAGER
Hostick

SR PROJECT MANAGER
Gheraba
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Hardin
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DIRECTOR PUBLIC ART
Wilkinson
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Reeger
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Moore
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Taylor
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Kitten
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AUDIT MANAGER
Villanueva

FF&E MANAGER
Kleibrink

SR PROJECT MANAGER
Kleibrink
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Forman
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Brannon
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PROJECT MANAGER
Vacant

PROJECT MANAGER
Vacant
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PROJECT MANAGER
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SYSTEMS ANALYST
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 Vacant Position